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A First for
South Africa
“It’s the first social and
affordable housing
programme that’s
within the inner city
and trying to reform
spatial apartheid”

S

urrounded by maps and planning documents,
Pogiso Molapo, Manager for Social Housing
and Land Restitution in the City of Cape Town’s
Spatial Planning & Urban Development Department,
remains remarkably unruffled when the winds of
political change blow.
For nearly a decade, Molapo has been part of a
team assembling South Africa’s first social housing
programme to be located in a high-value, inner-city
area. Guided by a “precinct plan” whose ultimate
goal is economic integration of city neighbourhoods,
this social housing programme has been celebrated
as a possible game changer for urban restructuring
and economic integration in a country still scarred
by apartheid-era planning.

Created by the Social Housing Act (No. 16
of 2008) and sitting under the National Human
Settlements Programme, social housing in South
Africa is meant to provide well-located, affordable
rental accommodation for low- to mid-income
households earning between R1 500 – 15 000 per
month. Although the Act is explicit about using
social housing to achieve a larger goal of addressing
the “structural, economic, social and spatial
dysfunctionalities” 1 inherited from apartheid spatial
planning, to date not a single social housing project
has been built in a high-value, inner-city area.
Reasons for that shortfall are complex, but largely
come down to the need to synchronise numerous
government departments and stakeholders with
competing agendas over a timeframe that necessarily
extends beyond the tenure of any single political
administration.
Having already weathered various storms, this
landmark programme has managed to stay its course
largely due to the close alliance formed between City
Departments, the National Association of Social
Housing Organisations (NASHO) and some of its
members, the Development Action Group (DAG),
and the Equal Spaces Programme, a Canadian
Government sponsored support programme managed
by Rooftops Canada 2.
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“It’s the first social and affordable housing
programme that’s within the inner city and trying to
reform spatial apartheid,” states Nomzamo Mlungu,
Head of Social Housing & Land Restitution, of the
need to remain focussed on this task of delivering
affordable housing to some 4 000 low-to-moderate
income families in a rapidly gentrifying part of a
city often criticised for its increasing economic and
racial segregation.

Drawing a Map to

Integration

I

n September 2017 the City of Cape Town (CoCT)
announced its “release” of 11 centrally located
plots of city-owned land for affordable and social
housing, nine of which sit in the WoodstockSalt River neighbourhood. Located less than five
kilometres from downtown Cape Town, traditionally
working-class Woodstock-Salt River is one of
only two inner-city areas 3 that escaped the forced
removals of coloured and black families under the
Group Areas Act. Having survived apartheid, since
about 2007 4 the area’s historically diverse residents
have found themselves on the losing end of a battle
with the gentrifying forces of high-end, privatesector driven development 5.
Fortunately, the anticipated social housing
programme, developed in combination with what
urbanists called a “precinct planning” approach,
should not only create thousands of affordable
housing opportunities for moderate- and lowincome families in this area, but also help stem the
evictions and rapid cultural change the community
has borne.
“By having a precinct plan link to affordable
rental, you are leveraging the land value in that
entire area, impacting that entire area, but at the
same time preventing displacement of low-income
people,” says Tony Marks, who held a senior post at
Planning and Project Packaging 6 in the CoCT from
2008-2017, during which time he played a major
role in assembling the city-owned sites anchoring
this programme.

2

A precinct is simply a defined geographic area
where development activities can be focussed and
coordinated for better impact. A precinct plan serves
as a map guiding activities within that precinct over
a certain timeframe, using specific urban and socioeconomic development objectives as the compass.
By bundling social housing sites within a precinct,
social housing advocates gain the advantages that
come with economies of scale. Whether city officials
motivating for public resources and upgrades, or
social housing institutions seeking efficiencies in
terms of unit yields and operational requirements
across nearby sites, the precinct planning approach
makes tremendous practical sense.

Having survived
apartheid, the area’s
historically diverse
residents have found
themselves on the losing
end of a battle with the
gentrifying forces of highend, private-sector driven
development
Equally powerful and far more exciting is
precinct planning’s potential to help make the
restructuring and integration goals that underlie
social housing a reality. However, using a precinct
planning approach to develop affordable rental
housing in a desirable part of a globally celebrated
city represented a new frontier for everyone
involved. As such, the City and its partners required
a methodology framework to guide and coordinate
the numerous parts and players involved.

INFOBOX 1

What is the Precinct Planning
Approach (PPA)?
A precinct is simply a defined geographic area
where development activities can be focussed
and coordinated for better impact. A precinct
plan serves as a map guiding activities within that
precinct over a certain timeframe, using specific
urban development criteria as the compass: in
this case, achieving government’s socio-economic
objectives around integration and restructuring of
urban space to transform apartheid’s spatial legacy
and create harmonious and more equitable cities.

•

Social housing development planned within
precinct, so connections to transport, urban
amenities, services, and opportunities explicitly
outlined and gaps can be more easily identified
and addressed.

•

Can leverage RCG grants for greater municipal,
private sector, and possible commercial banking
support to property investment.

•

Holistic approach requires and encourages
collaboration aligning budget support between
government spheres, interdepartmentally within
municipalities, and between stakeholders and
other organisations.

•

Operational management likely to improve
with precinct approach, with fewer gaps in
accountability for urban management services
and local community ownership of issues.

Advantages of a PPA to developing stand-alone
social housing projects:
•

Uses

a scale that helps translate abstract
goals such as “inclusive cities” into tangible
complementary actions that can be implemented
on the ground.

•

Keeps

activities on the ground guided by social
housing’s restructuring and integration goals.

•

Leverages

economies of scale in terms of
municipal resources and building efficiencies.
Below: A scene at the Pickwick
Transitional Housing site
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02
The Cape
Town Case:
Integration in
the WoodstockSalt River
Precinct
With property prices
skyrocketing, families
who had rented in
Woodstock-Salt River for
generations suddenly
faced untenable rent hikes

4

T

he initial catalyst behind what could grow into
the country’s first and largest inner-city social
housing programme was an increasing awareness
among a group of urbanists that a skyrocketing
property market was pushing lower income
households out of Cape Town’s few remaining
affordable areas 7.

Like most South African municipalities, Cape
Town’s inner city suffered increased levels of
disinvestment, neglect, and decay in apartheid’s
latter years. Post-1994, different cities adopted
different urban regeneration strategies. The CoCT,
under the mantle of the Cape Town Partnership 8,
opted for the City Improvement Districts (CID)
model of urban regeneration, where property owners
in designated CID areas paid annual levies additional
to municipal rates and taxes. These funds were then
applied primarily to safety and aesthetics, or “crime
and grime”. The 2003 introduction of National
Treasury’s Urban Development Zone (UDZ)
incentive additionally offered tax breaks to
developers investing in demarcated UDZs.
While these initiatives – which were also
based on defined geographic areas – succeeded
in attracting capital back to the city, the trendy
upmarket investment they stimulated was also
alienating members of the historic community 9.
Additionally, these measures neither provided tools
for nor explicitly mentioned integration or spatial
restructuring as goals. Contributing directly to the
property boom that led to increasingly unaffordable
rates and rental prices 10 in one of the city’s few
well-located areas that had remained both relatively
affordable and integrated, these initiatives were
actually working counter to government’s objectives
for improved economic integration.

But as much as spatial planning helped create the
apartheid city and later contributed to gentrification,
spatial planning could equally be employed to
unmake spatial segregation, prevent displacement,
and disrupt the cycle of inequality. Using a precinct
planning approach in the roll out of Woodstock-Salt
River’s social housing – which by law is intended
to restructure well-located urban space – planners
have harnessed a powerful tool to make integrated
development a reality.
“It’s not just provision of shelter, you’re bringing
people close to all sorts of amenities that enable
them to live self-sufficiently within those spaces:
proximity to transport nodes, social amenities such
as parks, recreational spaces, and schools, other
services and retail that all form part of the puzzle
of living in a precinct. It’s about interconnectedness
and seeing how developments can correlate to each
other in the broader spectrum of the precinct,” the
City’s Mlungu explains.

With its focus on a defined location and the
concrete connections that can be made between
amenities, services, and the people in a given space,
precinct planning can translate the admirable if often
abstract principles found in higher level planning
policy – goals like “inclusive cities” – into tangible
projects that can be implemented on a local level.
“We have a lot of high-level spatial development
planning which says what should be done in
particular areas. What we don’t have is a more
focussed way of saying how do we implement
those plans in local areas, and how do we make
sure that they achieve government’s socioeconomic objectives?” says Malcolm McCarthy,
general manager of the National Association of
Social Housing Organisations (NASHO) 11. “Using
social housing as a key catalyst, you get into those
discussions around the use and release of municipal
land, and how to do things on a programmatic
versus ad hoc basis.”

Below: Biscuit Mill Scene
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03

Institutional
Collaboration and a
Precinct Methodology

A Best B

Practice:
The Critical
Ingredients

A

lthough the varied contexts and particularities
of every municipality influence how social
housing can be developed using a precinct planning
approach, following are key best practices gleaned
thus far from the Woodstock-Salt River Precinct case:

Above: Residential gentrification
on Golden Greens Road
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y all accounts, the single indispensable
ingredient behind developing the WoodstockSalt River Social Housing Precinct Programme
has been close institutional collaboration. The
process that led to the Woodstock-Salt River social
housing precinct began roughly in 2008, when a
group of urbanists working in the housing sector
found themselves increasingly concerned about
Woodstock-Salt River’s gentrification problem.
At the same time, NASHO was also becoming
troubled by the “spatial drift” that had increasingly
characterised the implementation of social housing
nationwide 12. Because it requires land, and because
well-located land is expensive, social housing was
ending up on city peripheries rather than in the
intended areas; i.e. proximate to services, amenities,
and job opportunities.
NASHO’s observation led to the conclusion that
a more pointed geographic approach to planning was
needed, which is where the precinct concept – used
with success in Canada and France at the time 13 –
came in. Investigating the use of precinct planning
for social housing, NASHO further noted the lack of
a national strategy for urban regeneration, and that
the municipal-level urban regeneration frameworks
that did exist failed to specify clear pathways to
implementation.
In response to all of this, NASHO hosted a
2012 national workshop comparing Cape Town,
Johannesburg, and Tshwane’s urban regeneration
strategies. This ultimately led to meetings between
individuals from NASHO, DAG, the CoCT, and
the Cape Town Partnership, to explore ways that
Cape Town could develop inner-city social housing.
Initially the group focussed on a few pieces of cityowned land in Woodstock-Salt River that NASHO’s
McCarthy was aware of due to an earlier initiative
setting up a social housing programme for the City.
From there, the group worked on cracking the
problem of how to use precinct planning together
with social housing to make well-located affordable
housing viable.

Concluding that city land was the essential first
ingredient, they continued identifying sites to add
to the land they knew was available in WoodstockSalt River. “The key thing was saying we know
what we want to achieve – to create much more
residential economic integration – and we’ve got
land resources, so how can we together work out
the best ways to use those land resources to achieve
those objectives?” recalls McCarthy.
By 2016 the group’s informal meetings turned
into a formal, if still under-the-radar, Steering
Committee, with a signed agreement establishing each
organisation’s role and terms of reference (TORs).
An outlined methodology evolved, and along with
it the creation of six key “workstreams”, with each
partner taking responsibility for the workstreams
most appropriate to its own stated mission. Though
representing different organisations, the participants
passionately believed in a set of common objectives,
and felt that together they could attempt something
different and risky.

By all accounts, the single
indispensable ingredient
behind developing the
Woodstock-Salt River
Social Housing Precinct
Programme has been close
institutional collaboration
Melding an extremely diverse set of skills into a
replicable methodology framework (see infobox 2),
the team continues to be conscientious of the need to
adapt its methods as it goes, currently paying
particular attention to gender dimensions. “We
realised how little on the project was done through
a gender lens. So now we are exploring how the
issue of gender is a part of the planning approach,”
notes McCarthy.
One of the key lessons that has emerged from
this process is that the precinct planning approach
itself encourages collaboration, requiring as it does
a holistic view of any problem or question.

As such, Steering Committee members from the
City’s Spatial Planning Department sought to increase
involvement with colleagues interdepartmentally,
leading to the establishment of Interdepartmental
Steering Committees for each precinct 14, a move
which Equal Spaces’ Lizette Zuniga, a technical
advisor from the Canadian NGO Rooftops Canada
– Equal Spaces programme, commends as a key
ingredient to metro success: “There has to be an
institutional framework for transversal collaboration
for different departments. And not just Human
Settlements and Planning, which are the two that are
typically well aligned, but also real estate, property
development, and others.”
Zuniga also posits that coordination between
municipal departments and the executive level is
extremely important. “The administrative executive
level drives a coalition of energies within cities,
helping different departments to all start to go in
same direction – that doesn’t happen naturally unless
there’s very strong political will,” Zuniga says.
The Cape Town process has mostly enjoyed
an abundance of high-level administrative and
political will. That said, although such backing can
significantly influence the speed and/or scale with
which developments like this happen, city officials
must not wait for that will to appear. In fact, some
would say that such will has its origins in politicians
discovering that bureaucrats have assembled a
tangible and saleable project that speaks to the
desires of the people. In other words, technocrats
can potentially create political will by doing their
jobs well.
Finally, the need for coordinated structures and a
clearly articulated vision around roles and expectations
is not limited to the municipality’s interdepartmental
relationships. Social Housing Institutions (SHIs) also
benefit tremendously from knowing exactly what
is expected and required in their partnership with
the City at each stage of the development of social
housing. Such clarity is key for the long-term growth
of this sector 15 and its ability to deliver affordable
housing at the scale envisaged.
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INFOBOX 2

Creating a Methodology Framework
The diagram below illustrates the methodology framework for the PPA that the team developed in
Woodstock-Salt River (more detailed documentation of the draft templates available from NASHO):
Establish Precinct Development Steering Group
• Membership
• TOR
• Membership Agreement

Identify and Agree Precinct Area
• Criteria
• Mapped Area

Precinct Strategy and Action Plan – Working Framework

work streams

Precinct Profiling
Affordable Rental Incentives
Packaging
Precinct
Implementation
Strategy

Strategic Land Plan – Identification,
Assessment and Structured Release
Planning Social Housing Delivery
on Identified Sites

Precinct
Implementation
Resourcing Plan

Transitional Housing Solutions
Neighbourhood Urban
Management Plans
PRECINCT REGENERATION IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND LAND PROPOSAL CALLS
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Identifying the Land

T

here are many things to do to rescue a declining
neighbourhood, but a good starting point in this
process is the city-owned property list,” says Zuniga.

“

In the CoCT case, Molapo, with support from
the City’s Spatial Planning & Housing teams, spent
years identifying and packaging the land that the
City will ultimately either sell to SHI partners at
approximately 10% of its market value, or lease at a
minimal rental for financial viability and sustainability
(see infobox 3). Capital contribution funds for
building the units come from the national
Restructuring Capital Grant (RCG) programme 16,
the primary social housing subsidy, which stipulates
that social housing is constructed in formally
identified “restructuring zones”.
In addition to land identification, the City’s
Spatial Planning team was in charge of internal
lobbying and procurement of the land. “All the
background stuff,” as Mlungu puts it, belying the
vital role played in this process by committed local
champions who show up every day and apply their
energies to these stubborn tasks.

You don’t start with a precinct mind,”
acknowledges Zuniga. “You start with city-owned
properties, driven by a local champion that is putting
his or her skin in, in terms of doing what needs to be
done to reserve that land – that is a critical factor.”
Of course, for local champions to meet with
success, they must work in an environment where
affordable housing is prioritized among other
city investments. This raises the all too common
municipal tendency to view public land in terms of
its potential contribution to city coffers rather than to
government’s larger socio-economic development
objectives. Fortunately, this perspective is shifting.
“For years we grappled with the fact that
the disposal of city land was primarily based on
immediate financial return,” Molapo comments,
explaining that municipalities should rather focus
attention on how they can use City assets to achieve
their socio-economic goals. “With proper thought
and planning, these assets can work in perpetuity to
achieve those goals.”

INFOBOX 3

Criteria to Assess
Best Use of Land
Within a Precinct
Planning Approach
Precinct development planning, as outlined in the
prospectus for the development of social housing
opportunities on City-owned sites in Woodstock,
Salt River, and the inner city, represents a strategic
change from a piecemeal development approach
across the city towards a focussed precinct
development approach. In this regard, the
assessment criteria for use of city-owned land for
regeneration purposes is as follows:
•

Location:

Is the site located in a spatially
defined area which is currently underperforming but

where there is potential for regeneration? Is the
site in close proximity to public transport, work
opportunities, and social amenities?
•

Is the site imminently developable? Is development
feasible?

•

Does the site hold the potential to effect
transport-oriented development?

•

What are the underlying land values, and what
is the residential rental demand profile in the
receiving precinct?

•

Is gentrification ready to start or already happening?

•

Does the site hold the potential to leverage a
private sector multiplier effect? Thus, does the
site hold potential to facilitate a mixed-market
development model whereby social housing
could be cross-subsidised by market-related
development?
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Developing the
Mechanisms
17

I

n the Woodstock-Salt River case, “mechanisms”
refer to the mix of systems and processes used
to facilitate the achievement of social housing
objectives: the provision of affordable rental housing
in well-located areas and the restructuring of urban
space to achieve greater economic integration.
Mechanisms developed to facilitate the
Woodstock-Salt River Precinct’s social housing
include, among other things, a municipal land
packaging and land release system, a process to deal
with mixed-market land use and cross-subsidisation,
the “Smart Partnership” agreement between SHIs
and the City, and the creation of transitional housing
to accommodate people currently inhabiting
informal dwellings on two of the 11 sites slated for
development (see infobox 4).
The precinct planning approach itself is also a
mechanism, and it was after the initial identification
of land discussed above that this mechanism came
into play. “The precinct is part of the next step
when you decide to release land: you have to look
at proximities, synergies, catalysing effects, and so
on,” says Zuniga, who acknowledges the importance
that the Steering Committee has played in helping
develop the mechanisms for the Woodstock-Salt
River Precinct Project.
Although all the mechanisms are important,
those ensuring the project’s financial viability
were among the most heavily scrutinized. In the
case of the Woodstock-Salt River Precinct, high
property values meant that making the numbers
work would require a cross-subsidization model.
The positive incentive of increasing densities both
to achieve maximum yield from the land while also
meeting the city’s densification objectives made a
cross-subsidisation model the logical choice (see
infobox 5). In other words, using market-related
development (commercial retail and/or residential
units for sale or rental at market value) to cross-

10

subsidize the maximum number of social housing
units possible. As securing and building on desirable
inner-city land will only become increasingly
costly, the development of these mechanisms is
fundamental to social housing’s ability to fulfil its
intended restructuring mandate.
Developing the cross-subsidization model,
which came to be known as the “mixed market
approach”, proved extremely challenging, as the
City already had a policy and systems to manage land
for social housing. Introducing a new intervention
that mixed social housing with “for profit” activities
made things more complex 18.
Even after the mechanism was developed,
advocates faced resistance. “To get people to
understand the financial modelling was a nightmare.
When people see 60 or even 80% commercial
development, they think you’re wasting or hiding
something,” says Molapo, adding: “But it’s crosssubsidization: depending upon the property market,
to have one social housing unit you have to have
three to four flats at market value.”
Thanks to continued work around the
mechanisms, however, NASHO’s McCarthy says
they have substantially increased awareness among
municipal decisionmakers concerning the critical
role the mixed-market model will play.
Other savings came in various forms, including
the leveraging of the national social housing subsidy
and linked loan financing. “Because there’s national
[RCG grant] money going into a particular precinct,
it’s easier for a city to direct its investment over
a period of time to that precinct,” explains Rory
Gallocher, CEO of the Social Housing Regulatory
Authority (SHRA). National regulator of all social
housing stock, the SHRA is the sole accreditor of
prospective SHIs and projects, and the provider of
the RCG grant.
Using the precinct planning approach, the RCG
grants provide the municipality with investment
capital that it would otherwise not have. This
investment stabilises and improves areas, thus
encouraging further municipal, private sector, and
potential bank investment.

INFOBOX 4

Mechanisms
Developed

income residential development: e.g., rates rebates,
application of indigency grants for very lowincome families, reduction in parking ratios, etc.

19

In the course of developing the precinct approach
used in the City of Cape Town, the following
mechanisms were developed and are available for
use and adaptation in other cities:
•

•

•

The

Precinct Planning Approach: the process
and documents to implement a precinct-based
approach to building integrated cities, using
affordable rental (social) housing as a catalyst.
City-SHIs

Smart Partners Framework: the process
and contractual template for building strong,
mutually beneficial partnerships between the City
and accredited social housing institutions (SHIs).
City

Incentives Packaging for achieving mixed-

•

Well-located Transitional Housing: a key
intervention to respond to households with
incomes too low to qualify for social housing and
prevent their exclusion from the precinct.

•

Land and Building Packaging and Release: providing
a strategic approach to Request for Proposal (RFP)
processes and different RFP templates.

•

The Mixed-Market Approach for economic
integration and densification of residential
opportunities: financial templates to structure
business plans and instruments to assess proposals
to review transparency of cross-subsidization.

•

Community Engagement, Consultation Approaches,
and Neighbourhood Management.

INFOBOX 5

The Densification
Mandate
There is a strong mandate from national and
local policies for cities to increase densities within
existing developed areas. Such densification makes
financial and practical sense, better utilizing existing
city infrastructure while reducing substantially the
cost of new infrastructure required by urban sprawl,
and also improving public transport systems’ cost
viability and efficiency. In the case of social housing
project development, the initial capital financing of
social housing in tower buildings with lifts, which
are necessary to achieve medium and high densities,
is not financially viable within the current financing
equation. The present government model is based
on four-storey walk-up building costs, making the
funding shortfall for tower buildings significant.

If cities are to use social housing on inner-city and
key transport corridors to meet the densification
challenge, funding that covers the high-rise cost gap
between the current social housing capital grant and
a reasonable debt-cover ratio to support commercial
banking borrowing must be found.
In the medium term, changes to the Restructuring
Capital Grant should be considered. Meanwhile,
other mechanisms are needed. Planners for the
Woodstock-Salt River Precinct Programme are using
the cross-subsidizing opportunities coming from
mixed-market site development as a key source. At
the same time, discussions within the city about a
densification subsidy that could bridge the gap
between the RCG and cost of high-rise development
will be important for the City to achieve its
densification objectives. The rewards for the City will
come in longer-term reduction in infrastructure costs
and a more efficient City transport system.
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 nderstanding Existing
U
Precinct Dynamics
20

A

nother foundational positive practice developed
in the Woodstock-Salt River Precinct was
a comprehensive neighbourhood profiling and
engagement process. “We didn’t want to just put
social housing in without actually having cognizance
of what is there, and where the gaps are within the
system,” says Mlungu of the precinct profiling
workstream.
“We focussed on neighbourhood profiling, looking
at the power players and building capacity of local
organisations and individuals,” says Naeemah Sadien,
a facilitator from the Development Action Group
(DAG), an urban land rights NGO, which, like NASHO
and Equal Spaces, has served as an indispensable
partner to the CoCT throughout this process.

DAG’s community
engagement process and
the trust and relationships
that it has built are the
foundation from which
the programme’s larger
goal of creating integrated
communities will arise,
and though difficult to
quantify, its importance
cannot be understated
DAG started its process to understand “the
players, the power, and the dynamics” by conducting
an extensive desktop analysis of Woodstock-Salt
River’s property market, history, and statutory
context. Next, the organisation identified the
precinct’s active organisations, of which it found 55.
Of these, it went on to develop close relationships
with 35. Gaining the trust of organisation leaders
in subsequent one-on-one engagements, DAG
facilitated sessions in which community members

12

surfaced key thematic concerns around the area’s
rapid change. These included disempowerment and
lack of adequate consultation by the City when it
came to new development, and capacity challenges
within the organisations themselves. Working with
the organisations to address these issues, DAG
has built – and continues to reinforce – a solid
foundation of trust with the community’s leaders
and organisations.
As word of the future social housing projects
started to emerge in 2017, DAG was well-placed to
facilitate conversations addressing concerns over the
social housing; namely, fears that the social housing
would reduce residents’ access to space by leading
to gated communities, issues around input for site
design, and questions around what employment
benefits the development would bring for the local
community.
“Our work is about preparing the active
Woodstock-Salt River organisations to respond
to these social and affordable housing projects so
there’s increased buy-in and support, the process
unfolds in an equitable way, and there is a good urban
governance process, where there’s engagement
between the city, community, and social housing
institutions,” says Sadien.
DAG has also taken on the vital if often thorny
role of ensuring that as the public participation
processes around social housing go forward, they
are truly inclusive and not overwhelmed by the
newer and often powerful voices of middle-class/
professional residents. Without such interventions to
actively include the historic community in the
development process, all partners agree that the
community’s mistrust for the City would likely
worsen, potentially resulting in more objections to the
release of the sites and greater confusion and
misinformation about what the project is really about.
DAG’s community engagement process and
the trust and relationships that it has built are the
foundation from which the programme’s larger goal
of creating integrated communities will arise, and
though difficult to quantify, its importance cannot be
understated.

Above top: Men pray at the Nurul
Islam Mosque in Saltriver. The mosque
was established in 1914
Above bottom: Development in
Salt River
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04

The Vision
and the
Challenge
The ability of local
community organisations
to engage with the
processes that will play
out in the months to come
will be key to success,
if success is defined as
building a harmonious
and better integrated
community

A

t stake in the Woodstock-Salt River Precinct is
nothing less than the creation of a voluntarily
integrated, mixed-income, inner-city neighbourhood
in a desirable area: something that is all too rare
world-over, and perhaps has never existed in
South Africa.
From a technical perspective, the ingredients
to assemble the pieces that may yield this goal as
discussed here – the parcelling and procurement
of land and the development of mechanisms for
financial viability – require tenacity and time, but
the magic ingredient comes down to something
much softer.
“In the City of Cape Town they’ve managed to
find people with a common vision, and everyone
is driven by that common vision. So that’s what’s
made it work, because we all believe so much in
what we’re doing,” says Mlungu.
McCarthy concurs, adding: “What we’re doing
with Woodstock-Salt River is almost a flagship for
how these things can happen. It’s only achieved
because of the strength of the relationships with the
municipality. It can’t just be done by the SHIs on
their own, or the municipality on its own – it has
to be a combination.” Partners like NASHO, Equal
Spaces, and DAG have also all played indispensable
roles in that aggregate.
What will ultimately be built remains to be
seen, but all parties agree that maintaining a mix
of incomes within developments and employing
“tenure blind” design – where the quality of the
external environment is the same regardless of the
income group – are necessary to the objective of
integration.
Also up for grabs are the details around how the
operational management will play out across these
new developments. South Africa’s more established
SHIs are known as good property managers –
ensuring clean streets, working lights, etc. – while
many also facilitate extra “developmental” or social
services to their tenants, like afterschool programmes
or computer labs. As South Africa’s existing housing
project profile shows a significantly larger number
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INFOBOX 6

Gender and the Precinct
Planning Approach (PPA)
A gender equity approach in precinct planning
is the MIA, missing in action, piece. Although
key national policies that could and should be
brought into play already exist, they have not been
practically and consistently implemented. A clear
gender agenda needs to be brought into the PPA,
focussing on:
•

How

to engage women’s leadership in the PPA and
translate it into practical advice in the development
of urban regeneration and precinct projects.

•

How

to harness resulting activities to improve
women’s socio-economic opportunities, safety,
and security.

Women have already played key roles in developing
the Woodstock-Salt-River approach – from
stakeholders and City staff, to participants in the
community engagement and public participation
processes. However, the project must deliberately
continue to “gender check” for equal participation
in future work.

of female-headed households, SHI services are
important in strengthening support for women. As
such, this support system should be consciously
integrated into precinct and neighbourhood
development planning (see infobox 6).
“It’s not just about building the boxes. It’s also
about urban management: keeping an eye on things
and taking action to encourage active citizens in
well-designed and managed urban spaces. It is more
than just property management, because the role of
an SHI extends to urban holistic activities that give
impetus to overcoming historic racial and gender
disadvantages,” explains Zuniga.

The CoCT has also made its support for gender
equity clear by explicitly articulating certain
requirements for RFP proponents, including
reserving a suggested 5% of housing units for
beneficiaries within a broad “special needs”
category that includes women victims of domestic
abuse and trafficking. Proponents are also required
to submit with their proposals their approach to
local economic development initiatives, which “may
include economic development opportunities for
low-income residents with targeted strategies
for women, employment of local labour during
construction and building operations and, support
for small business development.”
More can be done to support a gender-equity
approach in the context of site-specific conditions,
but the City’s reward of scored points to RFPs with
a clear gender-agenda will encourage proponents
to think creatively, and drive further practical action
in support of gender equity.

With long-term stakes in the neighbourhood,
social housing managers in Woodstock-Salt River
are expected to have a “curatorship” effect, which
can stabilize neighbourhoods by improving inclusivity
and integration between residents from different
backgrounds and incomes.
There are still many questions around if and how
the urban management component will function,
but this planned precinct development presents a
phenomenal opportunity to tangibly answer these
questions with the attention and resources they
require and deserve.
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“What this project holds is the possibility of
proof of concept at every scale. That’s one of the
things we are desperately short of. We’ve got a lot of
theory, we’ve got quite a bit of policy, and we’ve got
a whole bunch of grants, but what we don’t have is a
lot of proof of concept, especially where the public
sector is involved,” says Marks.

“There’s very little
precedent for decent,
quality, affordable
housing in well-located
areas. Really there’s no
imagination for what
could be and is normal
in other cities: mixedincome areas. It would
set an amazing precedent”
Julian Sendin, a researcher at activist
organisation Ndifuna Ukwazi, agrees and adds:
“There’s very little precedent for decent, quality,
affordable housing in well-located areas. Really
there’s no imagination for what could be and is
normal in other cities: mixed-income areas. It would
set an amazing precedent.”
Because of the precinct approach being used,
the social housing in Woodstock-Salt River also
offers the possibility of measuring restructuring
outcomes. “If you ask us at the moment to measure
the restructuring impact outcome result of our
investment, it’s very difficult to do, because projects
are too spread out. As a precinct-based project, we
could do that. We could take a baseline, assemble
certain pieces of information, and compare it again
five years later,” says SHRA’s Gallocher, using the
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example of measuring population density, income,
and distances people must travel to work. “We’d
start to be able to know if we are having a meaningful
restructuring impact.”
Proving that impact could prioritize public
budgets for more social housing, which in turn
could lead to traditional banks – currently reticent
to venture into this space – investing here, thereby
alleviating some of the financing burden from the
Development Finance Institutions.
With the RCG income bands adjusted for
inflation in mid-2017 after years of stasis, the
pressure is on to massively increase the scale and
pace of social housing delivery in South African
metros. Though still facing numerous hurdles before
bricks are laid and leases signed, the social housing
in Woodstock-Salt River Precinct is emerging as a
strong and practical form of housing delivery, sure
to provide valuable lessons about how this important
sector can further contribute to the economic and
social integration of South African cities. Even
where things go wrong – as they well might– there
is insight to be gained.
“There’s an iterative relationship between
attempts to intervene, get it wrong, and adjust policy.
The processes are themselves iterative. It’s part of
constructing democratic policy and praxis. You
can’t avoid complexity. You have to engage with
it, constantly respond to it, and constantly ask, how
does it translate into more simple deliverables?”
says Ahmedi Vawda, Head of Policy in the National
Department of Human Settlements.
Although the desire for a story with a tidy
ending is universal, so too is the reality that the work
of integration and urbanism requires determination
and a willingness to act: to muddle through, take
risks, weather political storms, and allow mistakes
to be made, always keeping an eye on that distant
shore: a city everyone can feel proud to live in.

Above top: Children play with
spinning tops in Gympie Street
Above bottom: A woman waits
outside the Woodstock Exchange
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05
Summary and
Discussion
Points Going
Forward
The social housing
slated for WoodstockSalt River is a bold first
stab at using prime
property to build an
integrated city in
one of the most unequal
societies on earth

1 Land
•

Housing

must be a prioritized land-use.
•
•
•

•

Facilitate

smoother release processes.

Build

affordable housing prioritization into
municipal IDPs.

Rethink

practice of selling to highest bidder
except where clear long-term integration
objectives can be served by such sales.

Greater

clarity is required on the scope within
the regulations of the Municipal Finance
Management Act for municiplaities to release
land at below market costs to achieve the socioeconomic objectives of local government.

•

Expedite

planning approval processes.

•

Other

city incentives may be considered to achieve
economic integration intent, such as development
contributions, reduced rates, and fees.

2	Collaboration: between government spheres,
inter-departmentally within municipalities, and with other
stakeholders. The precinct view provides a smaller
pragmatic scale that is implementable, but every city
and case will be different and have different strengths
and weaknesses that shift the dynamics around social
housing and a precinct planning approach. Key
principles here include:
•

Flexibility

to suit circumstances of this complex
process that has so many interconnected parts/
stakeholders.

•

Framework

and clear understandings of roles/
expectations: always ensure clarity of intent.

•

Better

understanding in city bureaucrats about
longer term process/objectives of both social
housing and the precinct planning approach.

3	Neighbourhood participation/consultation:
Organised local stakeholders including SHIs, private
owners, and civic organisations strengthen and help
sustain inclusive urban regeneration. This process
requires:
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•

Skilled

organizers, finding the right leaders, and
organizing around burning issues.

•

Must

focus on building real relationships and trust.

4	Long-term operational urban
management
•

Increased

resourcing for urban management
required.
•

•

Including

adequate funds to support
neighbourhood associations in sustaining urban
management goals.

Clarify

role of SHIs and private developers in
urban management.
•

•

•

•

SHIs

need to be more competitive and assume
leadership roles in organising neighbourhood
management.

6 National Level Actions
•

New

policy to synchronise public budgets to better
coordinate different streams of funding.

•

Civic

mechanisms that protect government staff
and allow them to advance work and mandate
without blowback from political change.

•

Counter

the Municipalities’ Treasury/Property
Departments MFAA literal interpretation to sell
land to highest bidder.
• Develop

well-reasoned legal rationale that
municipalities can indeed dispose of their land
at less than market value or even nominal value
• Develop

mechanism to measure long-term cost.
benefit of non-fiscal values.

•

Disseminate

learnings and achievements through
well-orchestrated PR/lobbying campaign.

Opening

up social housing development to
private sector developers may have positive
potential, but the social development mandate
and long-term urban management need to be
maintained.

Ensure

city’s vision and minimum expectations
continue to be clearly articulated.

5	Courage: don’t let the perfect be the enemy of the
good.
•

Dive

in, make mistakes, and realign.

•

City

technocrats need to be nurtured as active
drivers and champions.

Don’t

wait for ‘political will’ to start putting the
things into place: the pieces of a project must
be assembled before politicians find the will
to animate.

Below: A car guard walks by the
Woodstock Exchange with Wex 1 across the street.
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End Notes

1

1

http://www.shra.org.za/investment/about

2 	This paper has been funded by the Equal Spaces:
Social Housing to End Spatial Apartheid in South
Africa Project (2016-20), which is part of the bilateral
programme between the Governments of Canada
and South Africa. Rooftops Canada – Abri
International (RC-AI) is the executing agency. The
programme provides assistance to selected large
Metros in South Africa to revitalize inner-city
communities using social housing. The opinions
expressed in this paper are the responsibility of the
authors.

2

3

The Bo-Kaap was the other.

4 	It is difficult to precisely date this process, which
began in the early 2000s, and the pace of which
stepped up significantly around 2009.
5

Sadien: 2017

6 	Under the CoCT’s Spatial Planning & Urban
Development Department.
7 	By contrast, in most other South African
municipalities, social housing and precinct planning
are used to revitalize decaying inner-city areas.

3

8 	A non-profit, public-private partnership founded
in 1999 to regenerate the inner city, primarily
focusing on stemming capital flight by stabilising
Cape Town’s inner city.
9 	 Sadien: 2017
10 	Inner-city property values in Cape Town tripled
between 2000-2007 (Visser & Kotze, 2008).
11 	NASHO is the independent member-based
association of 19 social housing institutions (SHIs)
across South Africa. Its membership owns and/
or manages approximately 30 000 social housing
units, providing subsidised rental accommodation
for over 115 000 low-to middle income people.

4

Left:
1 Devil’s Peak as seen from Salt River
2 Twin Victorian homes
3	The Gympie Street Development as seen
from Albert Road in 2018
4	A scene at the washing lines at the
Pickwick Transitional Housing site
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12 H
 DA NASHO: 2013
13 N
 ASHO: 2012
14 T he Woodstock-Salt River Precinct is the first of
several in the CoCT’s pipeline for social housing
delivery. The City has also identified precincts in
Parow and Bellville.
15 S ee “Smart Partnerships” in portfolio companion
paper, A Pathway to Implementation: Delivery
mechanisms to support affordable rental housingdriven urban regeneration in Woodstock-Salt River.
16 “ Restructuring zones” are proposed by councils,
endorsed by province, approved by the National
Department of Human Settlements, and gazetted
by Government. Although the zones were intended
in principle to act like precincts in terms of
restructuring impact, the reality is that because
each local authority defines its zones, the zones
have typically followed projects and (cheap) land
availability rather than the other way around,
leading to erratic efficacy in terms of restructuring
results (SOURCE: HDA NASHO).
17 S ee portfolio companion paper, A Pathway to
Implementation for more detail.
18 W
 here commercial and social housing are mixed,
the model requires that the potential for social
housing is maximized.
19 F or more detail on these and other mechanisms,
see portfolio companion paper, A Pathway to
Implementation.
20 S ee portfolio companion paper, Can Social Housing
Save Woodstock and Salt River: A communitycentred approach to neighbourhood regeneration,
for more detail on the community-centred process.
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